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The concessive (Conc) and the adversative (Adver) relation per se cannot be 
realised as central adverbial clauses (CACs) (e.g. Haegeman 2012) but as 
peripheral ones (PACs) or as non-integrated dependent clauses (NonICs). Thus, 
e.g., a German obwohl- (‘although‘) or während- (‘while’) clause cannot be at-
tached low in its host clause. It is argued that this stems from the fact that the 
Conc- and the Adver-relation involve a judgement. This is because they come 
with presuppositions, albeit different ones, which contain modal operators (e.g. 
Kortmann 1997, Brauße 1998). It will be demonstrated that instances in which a 
Conc seems to appear as a CAC (Freywald 2018) are those in which the 
modalised presupposition is not operative. 
 A judgement constitutes a private act of evaluation, cf. Krifka (2017) building 
on Frege and Peirce, which is to be distinguished from the public act of a speech 
act. It follows that Conc- and Adver-clauses involve a richer semantic structure 
than just a proposition but do not necessarily need to have illocutionary force. 
The richer semantic structure corresponds to a richer syntactic structure. Follow-
ing Krifka (2017), it is argued that the act of a judgement is syntactically repre-
sented by a J(udge)P(hrase) above TP. PACs contain a JP-projection, while 
CACs do not. A PAC’s J0 is locally licensed and valued by the source which also 
licenses J0 of the PAC’s host. It follows that a PAC has to be attached high in its 
host. Further characteristics of Conc- and Adver-clauses follow from the pres-
ence of J0, one example being the admission of (weak) root phenomena like 
modal particles or epistemic adverbs. 
 The Conc- and the Adver-relation can also be realised as NonICs, which can 
be verb-final. NonICs represent independent speech acts; above JP they also 
contain an A(ct)P(hrase). Because of their status as APs, NonICs cannot appear 
embedded. It is demonstrated that Conc- and Adver-NonICs in addition to weak 
may also host so called strong root phenomena like question tags or interjec-
tions, which require the presence of an ActP. It will be shown that syntactically 
and semantically Conc-NonICs must be sharply distinguished from the infamous 
paratactic obwohl-structures. 
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